Abstract-Modern systems biology and synthetic bioengineering face two major challenges in relating properties of the genetic components of a natural or engineered system to its integrated behavior. The first is the fundamental unsolved problem of relating the digital representation of the genotype to the analog representation of the parameters for the molecular components. For example, knowing the DNA sequence does not allow one to determine the kinetic parameters of an enzyme. The second is the fundamental unsolved problem of relating the parameters of the components and the environment to the phenotype of the global system. For example, knowing the parameters does not tell one how many qualitatively distinct phenotypes are in the organism's repertoire or the relative fitness of the phenotypes in different environments. These also are challenges for biomedical engineers as they attempt to develop therapeutic strategies to treat pathology or to redirect normal cellular functions for biotechnological purposes. In this article, the second of these fundamental challenges will be addressed, and the notion of a ''system design space'' for relating the parameter space of components to the phenotype space of bioengineering systems will be focused upon. First, the concept of a system design space will be motivated by introducing one of its key components from an intuitive perspective. Second, a simple linear example will be used to illustrate a generic method for constructing the design space in which qualitatively distinct phenotypes can be identified and counted, their fitness analyzed and compared, and their tolerance to change measured. Third, two examples of nonlinear systems from different areas of biomedical engineering will be presented. Finally, after giving reference to a few other applications that have made use of the system design space approach to reveal important design principles, some concluding remarks concerning challenges and opportunities for further development will be made.
INTRODUCTION
One of the grand challenges in biology today is elucidation of the relationship between the information encoded in the genome and the context-dependent expression of that information as manifested in the phenotypic repertoire of an organism. 2 This also represents a major challenge for bioengineers in their attempt to model, predict and control biological processes with the aim of developing effective therapeutic strategies or optimizing a biotechnological process.
We now have a good idea of what is meant by the genotype, given the complete DNA sequence for the genome of numerous organisms including humans. However, it is not very clear regarding what is meant by the phenotype. At the level of the organism we have a sampling of phenotypes such as hair color of cats, shape and size of flowers, height and weight of livestock, not to mention disease states in humans. The difficulty in relating these two levels of biological organization and function is hard to over-estimate. Moreover, between the levels of genotype and phenotype of the organism there are many intervening levels that form a rich hierarchy of cell and molecular subsystems. Although there are some intuitive notions of what is meant by phenotype at the level of the organism, it is far from clear what the term phenotype means at the level of the intervening systems and what the phenotypic repertoire of any given system might be.
One approach to addressing these challenges involves the concept of a ''system design space'' in which qualitatively distinct phenotypes can be identified and counted, their relative fitness analyzed and compared, and their tolerance to global change measured. 25 In this context, consider the two fundamental challenges that need to be overcome in relating genotype to phenotype in a given environment: (1) the task of translating the genome sequence into the quantitative values for the parameters of the system, and (2) the task of translating a model of the system into the phenotype of the system in the given environment. The first task is the ongoing effort of experimental biology, and, whether considered from the bottom-up approach of molecular biology or the topdown approach of high-throughput technologies and computation, the magnitude of the problem is enormous. 14 The difficulties of arriving at such a model involve issues of parameter estimation requiring model reduction 7 and sensitivity analysis. 12 The second task, assuming that an explicit model or suite of models is in hand, is also a daunting problem. Exploring the full phenotypic potential of even a relatively small nonlinear model, say with 15 parameters, by analytic methods is intractable. Furthermore, simulations that involve an empirical sampling of alternative values suffer from a combinatorial explosion. (If one were to sample just 10 values of each parameter in all combinations it would require 10 15 simulations, and one might still have missed some important behavior beyond the sampled range, or between the sampled points.)
This article addresses the second of these fundamental unsolved problems and shows how complex models consisting of nonlinear differential equations can be generically partitioned into a set of simpler submodels expressed in a tractable canonical form. The conceptual framework is manifested graphically in a ''system design space'' consisting of well-defined regions in which specific constellations of parameters give rise to distinct behavior. In the general nonlinear case, the ''form'' of the equations characteristic of the sub-models differs from region to region, which provides the basis for defining ''qualitatively distinct'' phenotypes. For example, in one region the form of the equations might lead to behavior involving a square-root function, whereas in an adjacent region the form of the equations might lead to behavior involving a cubic function. In this manner the system design space relates the parameters of a model to its qualitatively distinct phenotypes. These concepts will be motivated first by considering the intuitive notion of a dominant sub-system model. Next, a simple pharmacokinetic model will be used to illustrate the steps in the generic construction of the system design space and the various types of comparative analysis that are facilitated by this approach. Two examples will then show areas of potential biomedical engineering application, one suggested by problems in targeted molecular imaging and the other by efforts to couple biochemical and biomechanical mechanisms in cell migration. Finally, a conclusion will give reference to other recent applications of the system design space methodology and summarize existing challenges and opportunities for further development.
DOMINANT SUBSYSTEMS
A simple pharmacokinetic model illustrates one of the key features in the generic construction of the system design space for more complex models. When a drug is administered, here assumed to be by infusion, it becomes distributed with various concentrations among the organs of the body as a result of transport and biochemical reaction. Pharmacokinetic analysis utilizes compartmental models 3 to predict this distribution as a function of parameters that characterize the drug and the various transport and reaction processes in the body. 20 A simplified case involving two compartments is represented in Fig. 1 , with compartment 1 being nonspecific and compartment 2 being the specific target for the drug.
What is the repertoire of qualitatively distinct phenotypes for this simple system? If we could analytically solve for the steady states of this system, then we might be able to characterize the fixed points and the local dynamics they represent as well as identify distinct operating regimes from the structure of the solution.
Phenotypes from the Analytic Solution
In fact, we can solve for the steady-state behavior of this simple linear system. The differential equations governing this system,
yield the following steady-state solution:
FIGURE 1. Two-compartment pharmacokinetic model. A drug is infused into the blood stream at a constant rate / 0 . The drug has concentration X 1 in compartment 1, which represents the blood with volume V 1 , is excreted by a first-order process with rate constant k e , and is transported to compartment 2 with a rate constant k 1 . The drug has concentration X 2 in compartment 2, which represents the target organ with volume V 2 , is metabolized by a first-order process with rate constant k m , and is transported to compartment 1 with a rate constant k 2 . The relative sizes of the compartments is given by q 5 V 2 /V 1 .
The solution is characterized by the relative volumes of the compartments (q = V 2 /V 1 ) that can be considered as fixed, two kinetic parameters representing transport (k 1 and k 2 ) and two kinetic parameters representing excretion and metabolism of the drug (k e and k m ) that might be subject to change with the design of a drug, and an infusion rate (/ 0 ) that is subject to direct experimental manipulation.
The solution in Eq. (2) suggests six qualitatively distinct phenotypes based on the dominance of terms in the numerator and denominator of each expression. By dominance, we mean that, in each component of the solution, there is one term in the numerator that is larger in value than the other terms while there is one term in the denominator that is larger than the others; there is no dominance if there are terms that contribute equally to the numerator or denominator. However, two of the six in this case are invalid because the conditions for dominance cannot be satisfied (if the first term in the numerator of X 1 is dominant over the second, then it is impossible for the third term to be dominant over the second in the denominator; conversely, if the second term in the numerator of X 1 is dominant over the first, then it is impossible for the second term to be dominant over the third in the denominator). Thus, four qualitatively distinct phenotypes can be identified for this system.
for k m >k 2 and k e <k 1 ð3Þ
Case 2:
for k m >k 2 and k e >k 1 ð4Þ
Case 3:
for k m <k 2 and k e k 2 <k 1 k m ð5Þ
Case 4:
for k m <k 2 and k e k 2 >k 1 k m :
An example to illustrate the physical meaning of dominance in this case is the following. The concentration of drug in the specific compartment (X 2 ) is the same for Cases 1 and 3 (determined by the volumes of the compartments and metabolism of the drug in compartment 2); whereas that in the non-specific compartment (X 1 ) is less for Case 1 (determined by the transport from compartment 1) than that for Case 2 (which is also determined by the transport from compartment 2 being greater than the metabolism in compartment 2).
This provides an attractive approach to the identification of molecular phenotypes when an analytic solution is available. However, such a solution is seldom available for the more complex nonlinear systems that are characteristic of nearly all biomedical engineering systems of interest.
Phenotypes from the Differential Equation
Might the same approach, based on the identification of dominant terms, be applied to the differential equation without having an analytic solution? The answer is yes, as shown below.
Examination of Eq. (1) suggests potentially eight qualitatively distinct phenotypes based on dominance among the positive and negative terms. However, four of these are invalid because the conditions for dominance cannot be satisfied. The remaining four cases are the following:
for k m >k 2 and k e <k 1 ð7Þ
for k m >k 2 and k e >k 1 ð8Þ
for k m <k 2 ;k e <k 1 and k e k 2 <k 1 k m ð9Þ
Case 3 is rank deficient and requires a different treatment as discussed in the following paragraph. Thus, four qualitatively distinct phenotypes can be identified for this system. This method of selecting one dominant positive term and one dominant negative term generates a local S-system, 21,22 which for more complex systems is a specific class of ordinary nonlinear differential equations within the power-law formalism, that in steady state reduces to a linear system for which there is an explicit steady-state solution. The steady-state solutions of Eqs. (7), (8) , and (10) are obtained by setting the derivatives to zero and solving for the dependent variables, and the results are seen to be exactly the same as those in Eqs. (3), (4), and (6) .
Case 3 exhibits a singularity that is removed when placed in the context of the full system, and it is actually composed of two sub-cases. This situation arises because there is a dominant rapid equilibrium between X 1 and X 2 , which causes the other terms, representing fluxes into or out of these pools, to be neglected. This leads to a linear dependency in the solution that dictates a constraint between X 1 and X 2 . In effect, the rapid equilibrium causes these pools to behave as an aggregate of the two pools in the context of the complete model, thereby creating a virtual branch point with a single influx (/ 0 ) and two effluxes (loss from either the X 1 or the X 2 pool). The selection of a dominant loss term from the virtual branch point yields an additional dominance condition. The constraint relation between X 1 and X 2 , together with the steady-state equation that results from the choice of a dominant loss term, yields the steady-state solution. For this solution to be valid, it must satisfy all of the dominance conditions (the original ones plus the additional one associated with the virtual branch point).
The first sub-case of Eq. (9) is
for k m <k 2 and k e k 2 <k 1 k m which has a steady-state solution that is identical to that of Case 3 determined from the analytic solution [Eq. (5)]. The second sub-case, is the following:
for k e <k 1 and k e k 2 >k 1 k m which has a steady-state solution that is identical to that of Case 4 [Eq. (6)]; thus, it also can be considered as a sub-case Case 4¢. Thus, after this situation with sub-cases is taken into account, both methods-the one based on the analytic solution and the other based on the differential equations-generate exactly the same set of four cases. The method involving dominance among positive and negative terms in the differential equation has several advantages. First, solving for the steady state of Eqs. (7)-(10) is much simpler than solving for the full analytic solution. Moreover, as we shall see shortly, the steadystate solution of the differential equations resulting from dominant terms can be obtained for more general cases, including systems that have no corresponding analytic solution. Second, having the differential equations based on dominant positive and negative terms means that we also have access to the local dynamic behavior for each of the cases. 21, 22 However, can this method tell us how many distinct phenotypes the system is capable of exhibiting? By integrating all the information from the steady-state solutions and their corresponding boundaries, we can address this question in the context of the system design space. 9, 25 
PHENOTYPES IN SYSTEM DESIGN SPACE
The conditions that must be met to justify dominance among the positive and negative terms can be expressed in terms of the ratios k m /k 2 and k e /k 1 , and summarized as follows:
The result is a set of boundaries delimiting regions that define qualitatively distinct phenotypes of the system. These regions can be visualized graphically in the system design space as shown in Fig. 2 . 
Enumeration of Phenotypes
The primary function of the system design space is to precisely define boundaries between regions of qualitatively distinct phenotypes. In retrospect, these phenotypes can be seen to agree with our intuition for this simple system; there are four distinct phenotypes as depicted in Fig. 3 . Case 1: There is an essentially irreversible flux through pool 1 into pool 2 and out of pool 2 (lower right-hand quadrant). Case 2: There is an irreversible flux into and out of pool 1 and a smaller essentially irreversible flux into and out of pool 2 (upper right-hand quadrant). Case 3: There is a small irreversible flux into pool 1 matched by an irreversible flux out of pool 2 and a rapid quasi-equilibrium flux between pools 1 and 2 (lower portion of the lower lefthand quadrant). Case 4: There is an irreversible flux into and out of pool 1 and a small equilibrium flux between pools 1 and 2 (upper left-hand quadrant), or a small irreversible flux into and out of pool 1 and a large rapid equilibrium flux between pools 1 and 2 (upper portion of the lower left-hand quadrant).
Accuracy
Clearly the approximate solutions and the actual solution will only agree quantitatively in regions far removed from the boundaries; by definition, there is no dominance at the boundaries. A plot of the system design space with the z-axis representing the differences between the actual values of X 1 and X 2 and their approximate values in each region (Fig. 4) shows that the maximum error occurs along the boundaries (the vertical and horizontal axis and the diagonal line). Discrepancies will occur in the neighborhood of the boundaries, which are intended to identify changes in qualitative phenotype, and so care needs to be exercised in evaluating the situation near the boundaries.
DYNAMICS
Another pharmacokinetic application, perhaps the more common, involves the periodic administration of a drug as a bolus rather than as a constant infusion. In this case, the input to the X 1 pool is a bolus, assumed to mix rapidly, that raises the concentration instantaneously from X 1,Min to X 1,Max , and there is loss from the pool for a period Dt until the next bolus is administered (Fig. 5) .
The differential equations that govern the system from one bolus to the next, t i < t < t i + Dt, for Case 1 (k 1 > k e and k m > k 2 ) are the following:
The solution for X 1 (t) is a simple decaying exponential function whose final value before the next bolus is given by
The average value of X 1 (t) is given by
If the bolus is defined as DX 1 = X 1,Max 2 X 1,Min , then
The corresponding average value for X 2 (t) is given by
The averages for the other cases are obtained in a similar fashion. Thus, It should be noted that DX 1 is not the actual bolus in Case 3, instead it is less by the fraction qk 2 /(k 1 + qk 2 ) because of the rapid equilibrium between the two pools.
If the parameters and the constant infusion rate locate the operating point in a particular phenotypic region of the system design space, then the same operating point would be established on average with frequent small boluses. From the Eqs. (11)- (15), one can see that there is a tradeoff between the dominant rate constants and the period between boluses. In Case 4, if k e can be made small then Dt can be large and the concentration of X 1 (t) will be maintained with small fluctuations about its average. For example, suppose the aim is to maintain an average concentration of X 1 = 95 units and stay between a maximum concentration of 100 and a minimum of 90. This could be achieved with a dose of 10 units every 12 h provided the first-order rate constant for excretion of the drug k e is approximately 0.211 per day, or every 4 h if k e is 0.632 per day. This is consistent with existing strategies in which one aims to design a drug that has the preferred distribution (pool X 2 vs. X 1 ) and slow decay, generally k e ( k 1 and k m ( k 2 , thereby allowing for long periods between doses.
Evaluating Phenotypes
The performance of the system represented within each of the phenotypic regions can be assessed and compared according to both local and global criteria.
Local Performance
The local performance in each of the phenotypic regions can be readily compared on the basis of relevant quantitative criteria, since the system representation within each phenotypic region is in general a simple but nonlinear S-system within the power-law formalism for which determination of local behavior reduces to conventional linear analysis. 22, 21 Thus, the behavior involving local (small) variations is completely determined and there are criteria that can be defined and evaluated to characterize performance of the system. These criteria are quantified using logarithmic gains, parameter sensitivities, and response times.
Logarithmic gains in concentrations and fluxes in response to changes in value for an independent variable are defined by the relative derivative of the explicit steady-state solution. For example, using the concentration X 1 , metabolic flux / m and independent infusion rate / 0 , representative logarithmic gains for the system in Fig. 1 are:
Parameter sensitivities of such state variables in response to changes in value for the parameters that define the structure of the system (e.g., the independent rate constants) are defined by the relative derivative of the explicit steady-state solution. For example,
Response times are determined by the inverse of the real part of the dominant eigenvalue.
Comparisons of Local Performance
The local performance of designs in the various phenotypic regions can be readily compared on the basis of relevant quantitative criteria. For this didactic example, let us postulate the four criteria in Table 1 . Criteria 1-3 are relevant for maximizing the steadystate fraction of drug in the specific compartment (compartment 2 in Fig. 1 ); Criterion 4 is relevant for persistence of the drug in the specific compartment following a bolus of input. The comparative results are summarized in Table 2 .
All the phenotypic regions are equivalent with respect to the logarithmic gain in the concentration of the target pool, X 2 , with respect to a change in the input, / 0 (Criterion 1). Phenotypic regions 1 and 4 are best with respect to robustness (Criterion 3). There is a tradeoff between phenotypic regions 1 and 4 with respect to the ratio of the target pool, X 2 , to the nonspecific pool, X 1 (Criterion 2) and response time (Criterion 4): when region 1 is better than region 4 with respect to Criterion 2, region 4 is better than region 1 with respect to Criterion 4, and vice a versa. Thus, phenotypic regions 1 and 4 exhibit the best performance, with a tradeoff between Criteria 2 and 4. This implies the following relationship among the parameters: 1>k m /k 2 >k e /k 1 when the tradeoff favors Case 4, and k m /k 2 >1>k e /k 1 when it favors Case 1.
Global Tolerance
Large changes in parameters and independent variables can change the qualitative character of the phenotype, in some cases from one that is physiological to one that is pathological. In order to characterize such large changes we need a global equivalent of local robustness, which is defined as insensitivity to local changes. We call this concept global tolerance and define it as the value of a parameter at the boundary between adjacent phenotypic regions relative to the normal operating value within a region, or the inverse if the normal value is greater than the value at the boundary. 5 We will use the expression ''[T D , T I ]'' to describe the global tolerances, where T D = tolerance to a fold decrease and T I = tolerance to a fold increase (since boundaries can be crossed either by decreasing or increasing the value of a parameter).
For purposes of illustration, let us assume operating points in each of the four regions depicted in Fig. 2 . In phenotypic region 1 we shall assume the nominal values are Log(k m /k 2 ) = +2 and Log(k e /k 1 ) = 21. Although the global tolerances for each of the parameters and independent variables will require a calculation in general, the geometry of the system design space in Fig. 2 is so simple that one can determine the global tolerances from the boundaries by inspection. In this case, the results are shown on the first line of entries in Table 3 ; similar results are shown on subsequent lines for the other regions and assumed operating points. These results make evident a number of symmetries in this system. Since the assumed operating points were all Fig. 2 .
Phenotypic region
The criteria are described in the text and their quantification is defined in Table 1 . To improve the performance according to the definitions in Table 1 , one must have either a high (Ý) or a low (ß) value for the associated criterion.
well removed from the boundaries, it is not surprising that the tolerances are all large fold changes, which is in contrast to the values for local robustness, which are often manifested as percentage changes.
The criteria for effective performance will vary depending upon the system of interest, but the types of calculations needed to characterize the local and global behavior typically will be the same. However, the details of the calculations will become more complex for realistic systems. Examples can be found in the following sections and in the references cited in the ''Conclusion'' section. Although the entire analysis and plotting in this case could be accomplished analytically, for more complex systems this becomes impractical. A Matlab Toolbox has been developed to assist in the construction and analysis of the system design space. 9 Its use will be illustrated in the following examples of more realistic applications.
TARGETED MOLECULAR IMAGING
In the search for agents that can be specifically targeted to tumors for their localization and destruction, extensive in vitro testing is used to identify lead compounds. However, in vitro success does not always correspond to in vivo success for reasons that are not always understood; as a result, many compounds with favorable in vivo characteristics may be overlooked. Gagnon et al.
10 have addressed this issue by developing a method for high-throughput in vivo screening of targeted molecular imaging agents based on the onebead-one-compound (OBOC) library approach, 11, 15 fast and efficient solid-phase radiolabeling, 13, 26 and in vivo imaging with microPET. 18, 27 This approach allows promising compounds that might have escaped detection during in vitro screening to be identified much earlier in the development process (i.e., providing a go or no-go decision to be made sooner). An example of the imaging results for a mouse with two tumors, one targeted (termed the positive tumor in the original studies) and the other non-targeted (termed the negative tumor) by the specific test peptide is shown in Fig. 6 . In some cases, counterintuitive results are obtained when compounds with high affinity give poorer results than compounds with lower affinity.
10
The effectiveness of targeting can be analyzed using compartmental models. Although a fully developed realistic model will not be attempted here, a simplified model (Fig. 7) that illustrates features of the system design space approach, without performing a full analysis, will begin to address the method developed by Gagnon et al.

Phenotypes from the Differential Equations
The set of differential equations governing the system represented in Fig. 7 is where the relative volumes q ij = V i /V j , single-site binding is assumed for each target, and the concentration of total target for each type T i is conserved (i.e., the concentration of free target T if = the concentration of total target T i 2 the concentration of bound target X i ). The corresponding set of steady-state equations is the following:
A bound on the total number T of qualitatively distinct phenotypic regions is given by the number of combinations involving the number of positive P i and negative N i terms in the n equations:
In this case, T = (3 * 3)(1 * 2)(1 * 1)(1 * 1)(1 * 2) (1 * 1)(1 * 2)(1 * 2)(1 * 2) = 288. Assuming nominal values for the parameters based on data from Gagnon et al.
10 yields the system design space in Fig. 8 with only four valid regions. Moreover, in steady state
Þ where the equilibrium dissociation constant for the bound targets is K i = k 0i /k i0 . 
Discrimination Ratios
We assume that the positive tumor has the same non-specific targets as the negative tumor, and that the total amount of bound target is the product of the concentration of bound target and a corresponding volume. If we make the further simplifying assumption that the initial peak values are represented by a large value of / 0 (in region 25) , and that a quasisteady state is established, which slowly transitions with time from region 25 through region 28 to region 32, then the following trend in discrimination would be as follows.
Worst-Case Discrimination
In the Case 25 region of Fig. 8 , all the targets are saturated. Thus,
and the discrimination ratios are
T 3 T 6 ¼ 10 10 3 10 1:5 Â 10 6 % 7 Â 10 À8 :
Intermediate-Case Discrimination
In the Case 28 region of Fig. 8 , only the T 3 targets are saturated. Thus,
and
Best-Case Discrimination
In the Case 32 region of Fig. 8 , all the targets are unsaturated. Thus,
and the discrimination ratios are A plot of the ratio between the peptide bound to the positive target, X 3 , and the negative target, X 4 , is shown in Fig. 9a . These results, with the parameters having the values assumed in Fig. 8 , suggest marginal ability to discriminate between the positive and negative tumor and only at very low values of the input (/ 0 < 10 27 ). The discrepancy between these results obtained from the design space analysis and those from the solution of the original equations are the largest along the diagonal border between regions 28 and 32 and regions 25 and 29, as can be seen from the difference plotted in Fig. 9b . Everywhere else, the results are nearly identical, and can be obtained much more easily from the analysis of the S-system approximation in each region. If we assume a low nominal value for the input (/ 0 = 10 210 ) and compare the discrimination ratio in response to variation in each of the parameters, then the results can be summarized as follows. There is essentially no change in discrimination ratio for changes in parameters related to tissue B in Fig. 7 (k 15 , k 51 , k m5 , V 5 , k 06 , k 60 , T 6 ), for parameters related to the common part of tissue A (k 12 , k 21 , k m2 , V 2 ), and for the parameters of the central pool (k e1 , V 1 ). Discrimination is improved only in response to an increase or decrease in value of the remaining parameters. An improvement is observed for any increase in the parameters k 04 and T 3 , and for an increase in k 30 up to a saturating value of 1000. Alternatively, an improvement is observed for any decrease in the parameters k 03 , k 40 and T 4 . Of these, the off rates (k 03 and k 04 , the rate constants for dissociation of targets bound with labeled material) and the number of targets are probably the most significant parameters in practice.
A plot of discrimination as a function of the off rates for the specific and non-specific targets in tissue A (Fig. 10) suggests an explanation for the counterintuitive observation that compounds with high affinity for the specific target occasionally yield poorer discrimination than compounds with lower affinity.
10 By comparing values of discrimination for the nominal compound (as shown in Fig. 10a with off rates of k 03 = 10 28 and k 04 = 10 23 ) with those for related compounds having alternative values that are assumed to be proportional (diagonal line in Fig. 10a ), one can see that discrimination increases for compounds having lower affinity and decreases for those having higher affinity. This counterintuitive effect is eliminated when the input is much lower (/ 0 = 10 210 ), as shown in Fig. 10b .
Dynamic Discrimination
The dynamic responses that are the analog of the quasi-steady-state analysis in the previous section are show in Fig. 11 . Before time zero the system is assumed to be in a steady state established with an input flux of peptide / 0 = 100, and at time zero the infusion is stopped (or equivalently, at time zero there is an injection of a large bolus that is sufficient to saturate all targets). The labeled material then slowly leaves the system. The results with the nominal parameter values are shown in Fig. 11a . The dynamic discrimination at some intermediate time is better than expected on the basis of the quasi-steady state analysis, and is related to the large differences in off times for the specific and non-specific targets. These results are roughly comparable to the results of Gagnon et al. 10 reproduced in Fig. 7 , which show improved discrimination at 180 min after a bolus of peptide. . The black dot is the location of the operating point with the nominal values of the parameters given in Fig. 8 . The diagonal line is the locus of alternative equilibrium dissociation constants if the values of the specific and non-specific constants of the test compound are proportional. See text for discussion.
All the results in this section depend on the choice of parameter values, which can only be guesses at this point. The order of magnitude for the nominal values used above were estimated from data of Gagnon et al.
10 ; more realistic values will require experiments specifically designed for the purpose. Indeed, the goal of modeling and analysis in this case is to make predictions that can guide experimental determination of the critical parameters.
The results are very sensitive to the concentration of non-specific targets, T 4 , as shown in Fig. 11b . If the concentration of non-specific targets is increased by a factor of two, then the discrimination is nearly abolished at 180 min. The volumes V 3 , V 4 , and V 6 have no influence on the steady-state discrimination ratios because they do not appear in the steady-state equations. The dynamic discrimination between the positive and negative tumors in tissue B is not influenced by changes in the volume of targets in tissue A, V 6 . The logarithmic gain of dynamic discrimination in response to a change in the volume of the targets for the positive tumor, V 3 , is +0.1. For example, a 30-fold increase in volume results in an~3-fold increase in discrimination between the positive and negative targets. The logarithmic gain of dynamic discrimination in response to a change in the volume of the targets for the negative tumor, V 4 , is 21. For example, a 10-fold decrease in volume results in an~10-fold increase in discrimination between the positive and negative targets.
The most sensitive parameters are the equilibrium dissociation constants (k 0i /k i0 ) and the total amount of targets (concentration T i times volume V i ). Thus, the results from both the steady-state and dynamic analyses can be roughly summarized in the following relationship for the best-case discrimination between positive and negative tumors:
Tradeoffs These results are consistent with the well-known tradeoffs associated with targeted molecular imaging. Higher input of targeting peptide yields the worst discrimination; lower input yields the best discrimination, but lower input means lower signal to noise ratio. At intermediate discrimination, the relative binding constants play a significant role. In some cases, a compound with a high binding constant for the specific target can yield the counterintuitive result that it provides less discrimination than a compound with a lower binding constant. 10 As seen in Fig. 10 , this can occur when a compound with tight binding to a few specific targets also has a marginal binding constant for many non-specific targets. The net result is an interplay among target sizes, binding constants, transport among pools, and metabolic clearance (proteolysis). With more accurate experimental estimates of the relevant parameters, and with corresponding model refinement, there is the possibility of making significant improvements in targeted therapies. 
MEMBRANE PROTRUSION OF MIGRATING CELLS
An application of a different type is based on the study of Welf and Haugh. 30 These authors formulated a conceptual model for the dynamics of membrane protrusion in migrating cells, proposed differential equations to represent the underlying processes, and performed stochastic simulations of the model behavior. Although mathematical modeling of the biomechanical aspects of cell adhesion and migration has received considerable attention, 1, 8, 16, 17 few models have addressed the regulation of cell motility by coupling the mechanical aspects with the biochemical signaling pathways. 4, 29 The following is an abbreviated summary of the conceptual model (Fig. 12) proposed by Welf and Haugh 30 in addressing this coupling. Nascent adhesions (n) foster the activation of the small GTPase Rac (r). Active Rac in turn enhances the rate of protrusion of the cell's leading edge (v), which enhances the rate of nascent adhesion nucleation as a function the extracellular matrix (ECM); this feedback mechanism represents the core protrusion cycle. Nascent adhesions either turn over, at a rate that depends on the protrusion velocity, or they mature to form stable adhesions (s) under the influence of myosin (m) and a feedforward mechanism mediated by Src. Stable adhesions antagonize the rate of protrusion, so as to allow transient protrusion at higher densities of ECM, and disappear from the control volume either by disassembly or by rearward convection (which depends on protrusion velocity). Welf and Haugh show that the ''buffering of inhibition'' mechanism, coupled with the core protrusion cycle, is capable of tuning the frequencies of protrusion and adhesion maturation events.
Phenotypes from the Differential Equations
The nonlinear differential equations proposed by Welf and Haugh 30 for the system represented in Fig. 12 
The corresponding steady-state equations can be recast into the following system of generalized mass-action equations in the power-law formalism 22, 24, 25 :
where X 1 = n, X 2 = s, X 3 = m, X 4 = x, X 5 = r, and X 6 = v (protrusion velocity) are the fundamental variables in the original model, and X 7 through X 10 are auxiliary variables introduced in the recasting step by the following definitions:
A bound, T, on the total number of qualitatively distinct phenotypic regions in this case is 384 (or 192 when K x = 1.0, as in Welf and Haugh, 30 and the fourth of Eq. (19) is written as 0 = X 1 2 2X 4 ).
Welf and Haugh 30 estimated the model parameters based on experimental evidence where possible and systematically varied parameters to determine their effect on protrusion and adhesion dynamics. Assuming their nominal values for parameters yields the system design space in Fig. 13 with only seven valid regions.
The regions associated with three Case numbers have the signature of hysteretic bistability (see also Savageau and Fasani 23, 24 ). In these regions there are two stable steady states and one saddle-point instability. For clarity, the Cases representing saddle-point instability are shown as isolated regions in Fig. 14.
Local Analysis of the Steady States in a Region of Overlapping Cases
The ease with which one can analyze the dominant S-system equations will be illustrated in the treatment of a region with overlapping cases. The following makes use of well-established methods for analyzing the local behavior of nonlinear S-system equations. 22, 21 The system design space methodology 25 yields the dominant S-system equations for each of the cases. Except for three cases in Fig. 14 , all of the cases exhibit a locally stable steady state. An example of the three cases that overlap in a given region is the following. 
Case 70
Case 155 Case 160
The steady-state solutions for values of k an = 1 and E s = 50 (within the region of overlapping cases) are obtained in general by a logarithmic transformation and solution of the resulting linear equations.
The pseudo first-order rate constants for the linearized equations are given by
Case70
Case155 Case160
The linearized S-system equations are then Case70 Case155 Case160
The characteristic equations follow directly from the linearized S-system equations.
Case 70
Application of the Routh criteria for stability shows that there are no roots with positive real part, no matter what the values are for the F-factors. Thus, this subsystem is locally stable throughout the region.
Case 155
By inspection, this subsystem also is stable, no matter what the values are for the F-factors, and thus is stable throughout the region.
Case 160
This subsystem has one positive real root, which indicates asymptotic instability. Again, this is true for all values of the F-factors, and thus it is true throughout the region.
Comparison of Results
Welf and Haugh showed that the interplay between Src-mediated inhibition of adhesion maturation (I s ) and adhesion-mediated inhibition of protrusion (I n ) controls protrusion/adhesion dynamics. With I n ‡ I s , the full diversity of their dynamics was reproduced at low ECM density (k an ), but not at high density. One can display any of the system properties region by region on the z-axis in the system design space. 
Case 70
Case 155 Case 160 Figure 15 shows two examples that can be compared with the analogous results in Fig. 16 from Welf and Haugh (personal communication). In both cases, there are sustained stable adhesions at high density of ECM (k an > 1) and high values of adhesion maturation (E s > 10), and with only rare transient protrusions in the stochastic simulations. It should be emphasized that Fig. 15 represents the results from the deterministic equations, whereas Fig. 16 represents the results from stochastic simulations based on the same equations. In addition, there is some ambiguity in the coloring of regions with overlapping cases in Fig. 15 ; although the values for the unstable steady state are not represented, one must decide which of the two stable steady-state values to plot. The location of the bistability region in Fig. 16 , which is obtained from conventional bifurcation analysis, differs from that in Fig. 15 , which is obtained from the design space methodology. This is not surprising, given the aim of design space analysis, which is to identify, enumerate, and characterize the qualitatively distinct phenotypic repertoire of a model. It is not expected to accurately represent the quantitative behavior. Some of the boundaries in the system design space correspond to conventional bifurcations, but many of the others do not. Moreover, the boundaries representing the region of hysteresis typically overestimate these regions, as in this case as well as in the case of the classic lactose gene circuit, 23 so interpretation of the situation near these boundaries requires special care.
In contrast to the results shown in Figs. 15 and 16, when I n = 1 and I s = 10 the full diversity of protrusion/adhesion dynamics was reproduced at both low and high ECM density. 30 The results for protrusion velocity are very similar to those in Figs. 15a and 16a with a band of high protrusion velocity centered around values of k an between 0.3 and 1.0; however, the results for stable adhesions corresponding to Figs. 15b and 16b show essentially a vertical boundary with low values to the left of k an values between 2 and 20 (data not shown). Similar results were found when I n = 10 and I s = 100, showing that it is the ratio of the inhibition of adhesion maturation (I s ) to the adhesionmediated inhibition of protrusion (I n ) that is important for tuning the system to achieve appropriate transient protrusions even at high density of ECM. 30 
CONCLUSIONS
We have used the example in Fig. 1 to introduce the concepts of system design space and qualitatively distinct phenotype at the level of a molecular system. This simple example exhibits some of the subtle issues connected with the construction of the system design space. For example, this case leads to a singular S-system with a particular case of dominance. With appropriate care, these cases can be resolved by reformulating the original equations, as we have seen. In other cases one can on occasion obtain a completely blank space because of a unique set of nominal values for the parameters. This is analogous to being on a boundary (knife edge). In these cases, one can simply add an infinitesimal value to the parameters and the issue is overcome. These two types of issues are understood and relatively easy to resolve. Nevertheless, the system design space methodology is still undergoing development and there could well be other issues that might arise in future applications.
The utility of these concepts is not restricted to simple systems such as that in Fig. 1 . In general, the repertoire of qualitatively distinct phenotypes is much larger and the system design space is accordingly more complex, as was seen in the example of the previous section. The examples of biomedical engineering interest are intended to suggest strategies for qualitative analysis using the system design space methodology without performing a full analysis, which would be beyond the space of this review.
The system design space has been constructed for other examples of elementary motifs found in metabolic networks, including pathways, 25 moiety-transfer cycles, 5, 6 and branch-points. 25 System design spaces also have been constructed for gene circuits involving local 23 as well as global 28 regulators, recombination events in gene duplications, 19 and the developmental switch in a temperate virus. 24 In each case, when the local analysis of all regions is taken into account, one obtains a fairly complete characterization of the qualitatively distinct repertoire. For example, the local characterization of overlapping regions that reveals hysteretic bistability provides insight into global behavior as well. However, in general, large-scale dynamic behavior-that which involves transit through several regions-is still an open question. It certainly can be explored computationally by doing piecewise continuous simulations through the regions. This is one of the areas that are still being explored.
In general, the boundaries in the system design space are always straight lines (hyper planes) in logarithmic space and the slopes are rational functions of the exponents in generalized mass action models. Algebraic geometry provides the theoretical foundation for this type of analysis and there are opportunities for automating much of the analysis based on this linear theory. Indeed, a set of algorithms have been developed and assembled into a Matlab application called Design Space Toolbox, 9 and there is the potential for further automation. For example, establishing dominance is a standard mathematical problem in linear algebra that is solved everyday for problems of enormous size (e.g., scheduling in the airline industry), so that solving each case is not a problem. Nevertheless, scale up becomes an issue because of the large number of potential phenotypes, which is determined by the number of combinations of terms in the original equations, many of which will be invalid but still must be checked. This is an obviously parallizable problem yet to be implemented. As should be clear from these conclusions, the analysis of system design space is in its infancy and there are still abundant challenges and opportunities for further development.
